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How Caulbridge Compares – Teaching/Learning
Matrix

Education has become profoundly influenced by textbook, testing, and
technology companies that dictate the teaching and learning: a case of
the tail wagging the dog.
Using Teaching/Learning as the x/y axis, I developed this matrix to
answer the question: How does Caulbridge compare? Starting with
our Three Foundational Principles, Caulbridge education weaves
together the best evidence-based practices that have stood the test of
time, with innovative approaches appropriate for children now and in
their evolving future.
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On one side of the Teaching Continuum (horizontal axis) is a Test-Based
approach where Teaching Is About the Content. This is often referred
to as “teaching to the test,” or “teach it/test it.” It is quite typical in
traditional public schools. The potential benefit with this approach is
a consistent set of grade-level curriculum standards and metrics to
measure student progress.
Where this approach falls short is in the assumptions that all children
learn at the same rate or process learning in the same way. Another
risk is that these content standards are generated from a top-down
model and often are not developmentally appropriate for the younger
child.
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The opposite end of the “Teaching” continuum is some form of
“un-schooling,” where Teaching is About the Experience. This is based
on the belief that everything a child needs to learn can come from realworld experiences. While it is true that children can gain practical
knowledge and skills from experiences, it is more likely that a child may
have an interesting experience, but it will depend completely on the
skill of the facilitator to determine if learning is happening. A benefit
associated with this approach is that it may promote individual creativity
and freedom for some children. A risk, however, would be missing the
opportunity for coherent learning or healthy child development.
The Learning Continuum (vertical axis) ranges from a class-directed
approach where Learning is About the Group’s Process, meaning the
class moves ahead together and no one moves until everyone is ready.
The priority is on the collective and social learning of the class. A likely
risk of this approach is that individual children may not be noticed, or
challenged academically or socially. A potential benefit of this approach
is that social and collaboration skills are being practiced.
At the top of the Learning Continuum is a child-directed approach
where Learning is About the Individual’s Process, which represents
independent study or self-paced learning. A potential risk of this
approach is that one aspect of a child’s learning or development is
accelerated at the expense of other capacities. On the other hand,
developing a child’s autonomy, self-reliance, and individual learning
style may be a beneficial result of this approach.
In developing Caulbridge education, we reviewed and intentionally
selected the best evidence-based practices, and aligned those practices
with the stages of the developing child.
Anyone who has worked in the education field for more than five
years has seen curriculum and teaching trends come and go, then
come back again under a different name! Teachers usually pick and
choose curriculum and teaching practices based on their own personal
preference, and will often boast of blending a little of this and a little
of that to make an interesting curriculum. The problem with blending
pieces from varying curricula is that it dilutes the effectiveness of the
results, much like blending your beautiful water color paints until you
end up with an ugly brown mess. When selecting curriculum and
teaching methods, it is essential to maintain the fidelity of the method
to ensure the results. Caulbridge has very intentionally selected its
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curriculum, teaching methods, and school practices so as to support
the developing child.

Formative and Summative Assessments
Like the traditional public schools, we adopt consistent grade-level
expectations to help assess a child’s progress in learning. In place of
the standardized tests, however, Caulbridge uses both formative and
summative assessments. Formative assessments help teachers identify
concepts, learning outcomes, or skills that students are struggling to
understand, for the purpose of improving upon instruction and student
learning while it’s happening. Summative assessments are used to
evaluate student learning progress and achievement at the conclusion
of a thematic unit, or at regular intervals of time throughout the school
year.

Evidence of Learning
•

Evidence of a student’s learning is demonstrated through the
work that students produce, as well as their participation in
activities. Using a lesson book or portfolio, students essentially
create their own textbook, which includes essays, drawings,
maps, poetry, or descriptions of lab experiments.

•

Caulbridge educators regularly assess students in math, language
arts, and all course curricula, as well as oracy, sensory-motor,
executive-functioning and social-emotional skills.
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The Public or Private-School Dilemma

Young parents generally see themselves as either a public-school
family or private-school family, a preference often based on their own
school experience. Self-proclaimed private-school families sometimes
choose a school based on family loyalties, location, or extra-curricular
activities, or they may shop for a school that reflects their family’s
priorities and values.
Families who assumed they would attend the neighborhood public
school are often unsettled as they find themselves considering private
school. It’s only after realizing their child is not a good candidate for
the traditional public school that they begin their search.
I always recommend that parents begin their search by discovering
what approach and environment will support their child’s success. If
a public school is the right fit, then free is better. If it is not the right
fit, then free is too high a price. When children struggle early on in
school, those struggles almost always escalate until it affects not only
the student’s learning, but also their self-concept and behaviors. The
added financial considerations of a private school can be a stretch for
many families, but when it comes to our children, that no-matter-whatit-takes gene seems to kick in.

Waldorf or Montessori
When considering Waldorf or Montessori, many parents assume
that the two are similar in their educational approach. While both
philosophies include the use of natural materials and emphasize
practical life activities, philosophically, they are quite opposite.
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Waldorf education is a class-directed approach, holding all students
to the expectations of the class as a whole, and only progressing when
the entire class is ready to move on. This reflects an understanding
of developing a child’s success through conformity to the social
relationships and readiness of the class.
Montessori is in the opposite quadrant from Waldorf, using the child’s
interest as the guiding factor in deciding the curriculum. Montessori
uses a more individualized approach, where children set the pace and
direction of their learning.

Reggio Emilia
Reggio Emilia education is a project-based, free-form approach to
children learning about what they are interested in as a group. This
is based in a constructivist model, which believes that if children are
engaged with something they are interested in, they will learn. Reggio
Emilia also reflects a priority on the children rather than on the teaching.

Alternative Schools
Progressive or Alternative schools are often started by parent initiatives
with strong ideas about what kind of school experience they want for
their children. Frustrated when they cannot find a school that matches
their vision, they often gather around the kitchen table and work to
launch their new private school. These schools are usually run by
parents who are involved with all the processes from sitting on school
boards, overseeing school governance, and even hiring teachers.
When parents are not professional educators, they may prioritize their
own children’s experience, even at the expense of sound educational
practices. Without strong leadership and a system of accountability
to maintain the quality of the educational outcomes, schools can be
vulnerable to a parent who learns of a trendy new program or idea
and wants to bring it to the teachers to implement because they want
their own children to experience it. When schools are dependent upon
financial contributions from these parents, it can be easy to veer away
from recognized best practices in education.

The Caulbridge Difference
Caulbridge education provides a healthy sensory experience for
children through nature and natural products and supplies made of
high-quality materials. In these ways, Caulbridge classrooms and
campuses may reflect the environment of Montessori or Waldorf
schools. Where we distinguish ourselves is in the curriculum: bringing
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structured academics, explicit teaching, differentiated learning, and
a broad world view into the learning environment. Caulbridge has a
primary teacher for each grade level, and a team of teachers who have
all had the same training to support specific subject areas. Waldorf
schools are teacher-centric, and teachers stay with the class through
the grades. Similarly, Montessori students remain with the same
teacher for three-year cycles.
In contrast to Montessori’s child-directed education, Caulbridge uses
the child’s interest as a doorway into the lesson rather than using the
child’s interest to drive the curriculum. While a nine-year-old can let
you know what they are interested in, they are certainly not qualified to
determine what’s in their best interest.
As in Reggio Emilia education, Caulbridge agrees that the most
important people in the classroom are the children; however, Caulbridge
understands it is the teachers who create student engagement through
well-prepared classrooms and explicit teaching of lessons. We
understand that the quality of the learning is the job of the teachers,
rather than the students.
Caulbridge schools are run by experienced educators, holding to
a quality teaching, learning, and school experience that parents can
trust. Parents at Caulbridge are warmly invited into the community and
conversation – not, however, into the curriculum – which helps protect
enrolled families from unexpected drifts in educational philosophy.
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